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ABSTRACT
Context. Growth of the structure in the Universe manifest as accretion flows of galaxies onto groups and clusters. Thus, the present day
properties of groups and their member galaxies are influenced by the characteristics of this continuous infall pattern. Several works
both theoretical, in numerical simulations, and in observations, study this process and provide useful steps for a better understanding
of galaxy systems and their evolution.
Aims. We aim at exploring the streaming flow of galaxies onto groups using observational peculiar velocity data. The effects of
distance uncertainties are also analyzed as well as the relation between the infall pattern and group and environment properties.
Methods. This work deals with analysis of peculiar velocity data and their projection on the direction to group centers, to determine
the mean galaxy infall flow. We applied this analysis to the galaxies and groups extracted from the Cosmicflows–3 catalog. We also
use mock catalogs derived from numerical simulations to explore the effects of distance uncertainties on the derivation of the galaxy
velocity flow onto groups.
Results. We determine the infalling velocity field onto galaxy groups with cz < 0.033 using peculiar velocity data. We measure the
mean infall velocity onto group samples of different mass range, and also explore the impact of the environment where the group
reside. Well beyond the group virial radius, the surrounding large–scale galaxy overdensity may impose additional infalling streaming
amplitudes in the range 200 to 400 km/s. Also, we find that groups in samples with a well controlled galaxy density environment
show an increasing infalling velocity amplitude with group mass, consistent with the predictions of the linear model. These results
from observational data are in excellent agreement with those derived from the mock catalogs.
Key words. Techniques: radial velocities – Galaxies: clusters: general –large-scale structure of Universe
1. Introduction
In the nearby Universe, galaxy peculiar velocities manifest the
evolution of the large-scale structure. This growth of structure,
within hierarchical clustering scenarios, cause the increase of the
masses of galaxy groups and clusters through the continuous ac-
cretion of smaller systems. Thus, the galaxy velocity field of the
infalling regions of clusters is expected to contain a significant
radial infall component superposed to other orbits with larger an-
gular momentum content.
The spherical infall model (Regos & Geller 1989) describes the
dynamical behavior of objects surrounding isotropic overdense
regions with a collapsing velocity field whose amplitude depends
on the distance (r) to the local overdensity (Diaferio & Geller
1997). Peebles (1976, 1980) derived a linear approximation to
the velocity field induced by an isotropic mass overdensity (δ)
and the predicted infall velocity is V linealin f = −1/3H0Ω0.60 r δ(r),
where Ω0 is the density parameter and H0 is the Hubble constant
at present.
However, a pure spherical infall model cannot correctly predict
the amplitude of the velocity field since in this model the ampli-
tude of the velocity field depends on local conditions and not on
the surrounding mass distribution.
Peculiar velocities arise through galaxy motions departing from
a pure Hubble flow induced by the gravitational potential of mass
overdensities distributed at large scales, so that global conditions
are needed to fully describe the velocity field around a mass con-
centration.
Observationally, the effects of peculiar motions can be reli-
ably inferred statistically via redshift-space distortions (hereafter
RSD) studies (Croft et al. 1999; Padilla et al. 2001; Ceccarelli
et al. 2006; Paz et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2016). Besides, peculiar
velocities can also be measured directly and used in other ways
to extract useful information on the dynamics of galaxies and
galaxy systems.
It should be recalled that peculiar velocity measurements di-
rectly trace the mass distribution, avoiding the complications of
galaxy bias, present in RSD (Desjacques & Sheth 2010). These
measurements comprise a large range of scales and also may be
used to add information on the nature of gravity by comparison
to other modeling of galaxy motions.
For the mentioned reasons, the evolution of large structures can
be constrained either by direct measurements of peculiar veloci-
ties or by the effects of redshift space distortions. Galaxy pecu-
liar velocities generated by mass irregularities are superimposed
to the cosmological expansion so that it can be easily inferred
from its redshift and a redshift independent distance estimation.
Along these lines, galaxy peculiar velocities are gaining inter-
est as a promising cosmological probe that provides new infor-
mation on the dynamics of galaxies and systems at low redshift
(Johnson et al. 2014; Huterer et al. 2017; Dupuy et al. 2019;
Adams & Blake 2020; Kim & Linder 2020). Tonegawa et al.
(2020) analyze redshift–space distortions in clustering measures
to constrain cosmological parameters and examine the satellite
velocity bias between galaxies and dark matter inside haloes.
Recent works reconstruct peculiar velocities and the associated
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density fields using Cosmicflows-3 data. Their results highlight
the ability of peculiar velocities to probe the mass distribution
and reveal under/over–dense structures in the Local Universe
(Graziani et al. 2019).
Several authors have performed studies of the streaming motions
at large and intermediate scales using peculiar velocities (in re-
gions that extent up to ≈ 100 h−1Mpc). In these studies, the bulk
flow amplitude derived form the observational velocity field is
often compared to the predictions of the standard Λ CDM cos-
mological model (Watkins et al. 2009; Lavaux et al. 2010; Feld-
man et al. 2010; Colin et al. 2011; Nusser & Davis 2011; Turn-
bull et al. 2012; Ma & Pan 2014).
In this work we study the accretion of galaxies onto
groups using the peculiar velocity field derived from redshift–
independent distance measurements and analyze the infall am-
plitude dependence on mass group and surrounding galaxy den-
sity environment. We also analyze the effects of anisotropies of
the large scale galaxy distribution on the infall velocity fields
onto groups.
This paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we introduce
the data sets used, in section 3 we describe the statistical
method implemented to obtain the mean infall amplitude from
observational peculiar velocities. In section 4 we display and
analyze our results on infall onto groups using simulated
and observational data respectively. In section 5 we assess
anisotropies on infall velocities. In section 6 we examine local
effects vs large scale environment on infall. Finally, in section 7
we summarize and discuss our results.
2. Data
2.1. Observational data
The Cosmicflows–3 catalog (CF3) comprises almost 18.000 dis-
tances of galaxies and is the largest compilation of redshift in-
dependent extragalactic distances available (Tully et al. 2016).
This catalog is based on the two previous versions, provid-
ing distances derived by the authors own observations as well
as estimates extracted from the literature, homogenized to the
same scale system. Galaxy distances provided in the catalog
are obtained from different methods, eg luminosity–linewidth
(Tully-Fisher) relation, the Fundamental Plane(FP), surface-
brightness fluctuations, Type Ia super-nova (SNIa) observations,
etc. Nearby galaxy distances are accurate at the level of 5-10 %.
However, at larger distances the uncertainties raise up to 20-25
%.
In this work, we use the online version of the CF3 consisting of
data for groups of galaxies as well as individual galaxies with no
association to groups. While the catalog include groups identi-
fied over the full redshift range of the the 2MRS survey (Huchra
et al. 2012), following the advice in Tully et al. (2016), we only
considered the groups with velocities between 3,000 and 10,000
km−1, since the properties of the nearest and farthest groups are
uncertain. It is worth to mention that a group can have multi-
ple contributions and therefore their distance uncertainty are re-
duced by averaging over all data source.
The group catalog also includes masses estimated from the
virial theorem and derived from the integrated Ks band luminos-
ity (Tully 2015). It is well known that applying the virial theorem
provides a poor estimate of group masses when these systems
have a low number of members, while estimates of group masses
through their total luminosities may provide more suitable prox-
ies to the actual masses (see Eke et al. (2004)). In addition, we
highlight that only groups with at least 5 group members have
mass estimates derived from the virial theorem. For this reason,
we use mass estimates derived from the integrated Ks band lumi-
nosity throughout the paper. In figure 1 we display the sky dis-
tribution of high and low mass groups, according to the median
group mass value (red and blue circles for M > 3.4 x 1013M
and M < 3.4 x 1013M respectively). As it can be noticed, both
distributions trace large scale structures in a similar fashion. Fur-
ther details of group catalog can be found on Tully (2015); Tully
et al. (2016).
The CF3 provides measurements of redshifts and distance mod-
uli so that galaxy peculiar velocities, not explicitly included may
be derived through:
vpec ≈ (vmod − H0d)upslope(1 − vmod) (1)
where vmod is the velocity with respect to the Cosmic Microwave
Background corrected for cosmological effects (Tully et al.
2013). The calibration of CF3 distances is set by the choice of
the fiducial value of H0 = 75 km s−1. Tully et al. (2016) shows
that this value minimizes the monopole term with CF3 distances
and results in a small global radial infall and outflow in the
peculiar velocity field. For these reasons, we use this value in
our analysis.
As it is well known, due to observational uncertainties that
increase with distance, peculiar velocities can take unrealistic
values. For this reason, we have removed from our analysis
galaxies with relative distance errors larger than 20 % and
peculiar velocities larger than 1500km s−1 (|vpec| > 1500kms−1).
With these restrictions, the samples considered in this work
comprise 2180 galaxies and 657 galaxy groups. This sample
extracted from the CF3 is called hereafter CF3S. In table 1 we
summarize the galaxy and group samples used here and their
main characteristics. The first two lines correspond to the CF3S
galaxy and group samples previously described. The following
lines contain information on the group subsamples selected for
the analyses carried out in this work and are introduced in the
corresponding sections.
2.2. Mock catalogs
In order to compare model predictions to observational results
we used mock catalogs based on galaxies extracted from the
semi-analytical model presented by Henriques et al. (2015). This
catalog include 2MASS photometric bands which are also in the
group catalog supplement in CF3. This semi–analytical model
is an update of the Munich galaxy formation model consistent
with the first–year Planck cosmology (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2011), including a new treatment of baryonic processes to
reproduce recent data on the abundance and passive fractions of
galaxies from z= 3 down to z= 0. Henriques et al. (2015) use
the Millennium Simulation (Springel et al. 2005), which follows
structure formation in a box of side 500 h−1 Mpc comoving
with a resolution limit of 8.6 × 108 h−1 M. The cosmological
parameters used in this semi-analytical model correspond to
the first–year Planck, σ8=0.829, H0=67.3 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ =
0.685, Ωm = 0.315, Ωb=0.0487.
We have constructed 25 mock catalogs in order to compare
model predictions to observational results and examine possible
biases generated by systematic errors in the observational data.
Each of these mock catalogs have a Hubble parameter H0=75
km s−1 consistent with the Cosmicflows–3 catalog and are used
to estimate the effect of cosmic variance on our results. The
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set of mocks mimic as much as possible the characteristics of
the observational catalogs. In order to reproduce the statistical
properties of the observations we place an observer inside the
simulation box, and consider a volume representative of the ob-
servational volume. The same angular mask as the observational
catalog is applied, excluding an area similar to that produced
by the extinction of our galaxy’s disk (Zone of Avoidance).
The galaxies are selected at random in such a way to obtain
comparable number density of galaxies with a similar redshift
distribution. In addition, the mock catalogs are also designed
to reproduce the current observational measured distances and
their estimated uncertainties.
We use haloes identified with a ‘friends of friends’ (FOF)
algorithm with standard parameters (Henriques et al. 2015). We
select those FoF halos imposing a similar mass distribution as the
observations. These restrictions provide suitable samples to test
the dynamics of infalling semianalytic galaxies onto these mass
inhomogeneities, resembling the infall of galaxies onto groups
in the real universe.
Large uncertainties of distance measurements strongly affect the
derived radial peculiar velocities and uncertainties can be as
large as the peculiar velocities. In addition, distance estimates
are subject to systematic biases, as homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous Malmquist biases (Strauss & Willick 1995; Dekel 1994),
that can generate spurious artifacts in the inferred velocity field.
We have analyzed and quantified the impact of uncertainties of
distance measures on the infall mean velocity determination by
assigning errors to the mock catalogs similar to those affecting
the observational data
In general, the different distance indicators have a fractional dis-
tance uncertainty. Primary distances estimators such as the tip
of the giant branch, cepheids, or surface brightness fluctuations
give distances with relative errors up to 5% − 10% whereas sec-
ondary indicators, reach uncertainty estimates up to 25%.
As it is well known, uncertainties in redshift independent galaxy
distance estimates are consistent with a Gaussian distribution
in distance moduli. As a consequence of this behavior, uncer-
tainties of both, distance and peculiar velocity are expected to
have a log–normal distribution. In order to asses the effects of
these distance uncertainties on our results, we have assumed a
gaussian distribution of errors in distance moduli, with mean
and dispersion as derived from the CF3, ie. consistent with a
mean relative distance uncertainty of 17%. These uncertainties
are used to modify the distances of each galaxy in the mock cat-
alog dn = d×10 fd , where fd is taken from a Gaussian distribution.
These mock catalogs are called hereafter mock–biased catalogs,
while mock catalogs with no errors in galaxy distances, mock–
unbiased catalogs.
The left panel of figure 2 displays both distance distribution for
the CF3S and for a typical random mock with modified distances
(mock–biased). As it can be seen in this figure both distribution
are similar, providing confidence on our assumptions to assign
distance uncertainties in simulated data. The radial peculiar ve-
locities computed from equation 1 are shown in the right panel.
Dashed lines correspond to the CF3S and dotted–dashed line to
the mock–biased. In order to highlight how distance errors in-
troduce biases in radial peculiar velocities we show in the same
panel the distribution of the velocities for the same mock with
error free distances (mock–unbiased). The distributions related
with CF3S and mock-biased reveal a skewness towards negative
peculiar velocities and both are flatter than the mock–unbiased.
This effect is a consequence of the asymmetry in the distribution
of fractional errors on distance, skewing peculiar velocity mea-
surements to negative values. Regarding comparison between
distances and peculiar velocities, there is a qualitatively good
agreement between CF3S and mock–biased catalog. The galax-
ies from the mock–biased catalog are distributed consistently
with observations.
3. A statistical approach to derive the mean infall
component of galaxy peculiar velocities onto
groups
From the dynamical point of view, galaxy groups can be ideal-
ized as spherical, isolated mass overdensities. Under this simpli-
fied approximation, the expected peculiar velocity field of galax-
ies in groups and in their surroundings results from the sum of
a spherical infall component plus a random velocity dispersion
induced by the virialization of the central region. This picture
is consistent with linear theory where convergent velocity fields
may be directly associated to spherical isolated mass overdensi-
ties in a cosmological substratum.
Given the limitations of the observations where only the
line–of–sight projection (LOS) of the peculiar velocity of galax-
ies can be estimated, the derivation of the observed velocity field
associated to the infall onto groups depends on the position of
the galaxy relative to both, the group center and the observer
(see equation 2). Then, for galaxies at relative distance r to the
group, the infall amplitude (Vin f (r)) can be derived from the LOS
peculiar velocity (Vpr) by the lineal relation shown in equation
2,
Vpr(r, θ) = Vin f (r) cos(θ) (2)
where θ is the angular separation between the galaxy and the ob-
server as seen from the group center.
In order to derive Vin f (r), we consider galaxies located at dif-
ferent spherical concentric shells of radius r around the groups.
For each shell we examine the dependence of the peculiar ve-
locity on cos(θ). Then, for different cos(θ) bins we calculate the
average galaxy peculiar velocity 〈Vpr〉, removing iteratively the
galaxies those peculiar velocity lie at more than 1.5σVpr from
the mean derived for each bin with the data used in the previous
iteration. The mean infall amplitude Vin f (r) can be simply de-
rived by applying a least–squares linear fit to the (cos(θ),〈Vpr〉)
vs group–centric radius r.
Note that in the reference system adopted, positive velocities cor-
respond to infall motions while outflow velocities have negative
values in our convention.
3.1. Recovering the mean infall amplitude in simulated data
The comparison between the mean infall amplitudes as a func-
tion of r obtained by averaging the peculiar velocities and those
derived form equation 2 allows for a reliability test of the our
methods. For this aim, we take advantage of the information pro-
vided by synthetic catalogs, in particular the three-dimensional
and the LOS peculiar velocities.
We explore the dependence of the peculiar velocity on cos(θ) in
the mock–unbiased catalogs and apply a least-squares linear fit
to (cos(θ),〈Vpr〉). We show some examples of this relation in the
four panels at the left of figure 3, where each panel corresponds
to different group–centric distance range, as indicated in the fig-
ure, where the slopes of the linear fits are displayed in the small
upper boxes in each panel. These slopes correspond to the de-
rived mean infall amplitudes and are used to generate the infall
curve shown in the right panel of this figure.
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Fig. 1. Sky distribution of galaxy groups in equatorial coordinates. Color codes correspond to high/low mass groups, M > 3.4 x 1013M (red
circles), and M < 3.4 x 1013M (blue circles) respectively.
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Fig. 2. Left panel: Distributions of distances in the Cf3S (solid orange line) and in a typical mock catalog with distance errors included (mock–
biased, dashed brown line). Right panel: Distribution of radial peculiar velocities in the CF3S (solid line histogram) and in the mock biased catalogs
(dashed histogram). A large tail towards negative values is observed in both distributions. The distribution associated to the mock catalog without
errors (mock–unbiased, dotted brown line histogram) has a nearly Gaussian radial peculiar velocity distribution.
We derive the mean infall amplitude Vin f (r) as a function of dis-
tance to the group for the 25 mock catalogs and in the upper
right panel of the figure 3 we show the results averaged over the
25 mock–unbiased catalogs. The solid line denotes the mean in-
fall motion derived from the projection of the three–dimensional
velocity vector (Vmock–unbiased(3d)) along the group–centric di-
rection, whereas the dashed line corresponds to the mean infall
velocity (Vmock–unbiased) inferred by the procedure described
in section 3 and shown in the left panels.
Uncertainties are derived from the scatter of measurements ob-
tained from the 25 mock–unbiased catalogs, consistent with a
suitable measure of cosmic variance.
As it can be seen in upper right panel of figure 3, the mean infall
velocity estimate via the three–dimensional vector (solid line)
and those inferred from LOS peculiar velocities (dashed line)
are in excellent agreement, indicating that the proposed statisti-
cal method allows to derive the mean infall velocities from pe-
culiar velocities.
We notice a convergent velocity field onto groups which can be
clearly distinguished up to group–centric distances of 18 Mpc
h−1, showing large scale flows of galaxies directed onto groups.
Closer to group centres, the mean infall velocity reaches a max-
imum of approximately 200 km s−1, where the effects of the po-
tential well associated to the groups dominates the local radial
infall. At larger distances the velocity field is no longer domi-
nated by the group mass concentration but rather obeys the sur-
rounding large scale structure, implying an average decline of
the mean infall velocity.
The shaded region in the lower right panel of figure 3 shows the
dispersion of the ratio between the actual mean group–centric
infall velocity and the mean infall velocities derived from pecu-
liar velocities for each mock–unbiased. As we can see there is
a suitable agreement between the two measures which provides
confidence in our method in deriving reliable infall amplitude
determinations.
4. Observed velocity field around groups
Once we have tested the reliability of our methods to as-
sess the effects of LOS projection of peculiar velocity in the
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Table 1. Summary of the main characteristics of groups and galaxy samples.
sample object selection criteria mass range [M] vel range [km s−1] Number
CF3S galaxies 100–15000 2180
all groups [2×1012 - 5.5×1014] 3000–10000 657
HM groups group mass >3.4 1013 3000–10000 328
LM groups group mass <3.4 1013 3000–10000 329
direction
‖ overdensities groups large scale anisotropies ‖ LOS 3000–10000 296
⊥ overdensities groups large scale anisotropies ⊥ LOS 3000–10000 361
overdensity range
high density groups overall galaxy density >4 3000–10000 150
intermediate density groups overall galaxy density 2–4 3000–10000 225
low density groups overall galaxy density 0–2 3000–10000 271
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Fig. 3. Left figure: Mean peculiar velocity as a function of the angle the galaxy–group and group–observer directions (Θ) in the mock–unbiased
catalogs. Each panel correspond to a different galaxy–group distance, as is indicated in the figure. The dashed line indicates the best linear fitting,
the slope is associated to the infall amplitude (Vmock–unbiased ) and it is specified in each panel. The gray region correspond to the peculiar velocity
dispersion. Right figure, upper panel: Mean infall velocity as a function of distance to the group center in the mock–unbiased catalogs. Solid line
indicates the mean velocity directly obtained from the 3-dimensional peculiar velocity (Vmock–unbiased(3d)). Dashed line corresponds to the infall
amplitude (Vmock–unbiased) obtained by applying our statistical method at LOS peculiar velocities and coincides with the slopes of the lines in the
left figure . The displayed velocities are averaged over 25 mock–unbiased catalogs and the shadow region shows their dispersion. Right figure,
lower panel: Dispersion of the ratio between the mean infall velocities Vmock–unbiased(3d) and the mean infall Vmock–unbiased velocities for each
mock–unbiased
.
mock–unbiased catalogs, we study here the streaming infall flow
around groups. For this aim we use observed peculiar velocity
data applying our analysis to the samples of galaxies and groups
described in section 2.
We derive the mean streaming velocity toward groups in the ob-
servational data by applying the same procedures used in the
mock–unbiased catalogs (section 3.1). In figure 4 we show the
mean projected peculiar velocity as a function of cos(θ) bins for
the samples of galaxies and groups taken from the CF3S (points)
and their best linear fitting (dashed lines). The different panels
correspond to spherical shells at different distances (r) to the
groups, as indicated in the figure. In this figure, uncertainties
are derived from the scatter of measurements obtained from the
CF3S (error–bars), and gray shadow regions correspond to the
dispersion of results obtained in 25 mock–biased catalogs. We
acknowledge the very good agreement between the results of
the mock–biased catalogs and the observations, totally consis-
tent within uncertainties.
As it can be seen, we obtain positive slopes consistent with a
neat infall (see the small panels in the right of the figure) for all
the distance ranges analyzed. Thus, our results show a clear sig-
nal for infall onto groups. Moreover, by inspection to this figure
it can be noticed that the dispersion around the mean infall ve-
locity is larger in the inner group–centric distance bin (upper left
panel of the figure 4) possibly due to the contribution of motions
from the virialized and pre–virialized regions (Diaferio & Geller
1997; Diaferio 1999). Beyond this scale the mean projected pe-
culiar velocity become more stable and errors get smaller, show-
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shaded areas encloses the dispersion of mean peculiar velocity from 25 mock–biased catalogs. Notice that the range of y-axis in upper and lower
panels is different.
ing the expected smoother flow from large distances. At larger
scales the influence of surrounding structures starts to affect the
infall pattern and the systematic radially inward velocities de-
creases. This behavior is expected at large scales where the in-
fall signal becomes negligible due to the presence of the gravita-
tional pull of neighboring groups, clusters and filaments (notice
the different peculiar velocity ranges of the upper and lower pan-
els).
This behavior could be a consequence of biases that affect CF3S
distances resulting in spurious velocity flows (Tully et al. 2016).
Even more, the radial peculiar velocity distribution has a neg-
ative skewness, as shown in figure 2, and this asymmetric bias
could contribute to obtain large negative peculiar velocities. It
is worth to notice that mock–biased catalogs present the same
behavior (gray shaded areas) while mock–unbiased do not show
this trend.
In figure 5, we show the resulting mean velocity infall as a
function of group–centric distance, Vinfall(r) for CF3S, (VCF3S,
dot–dashed lines), as derived from the linear fit applied to each
panel of figure 4. We also show in this figure the results from
mock LOS peculiar velocities with (Vmock–biased) and without
(Vmock–unbiased) errors included (dashed and solid lines respec-
tively).
It can be seen that when distance uncertainties are included,
the mean infall velocity corresponding to mock–biased catalogs,
agree well with those derived from CF3S data (dot–dashed and
dashed lines respectively). By inspection to figure 5 it can be
seen that VCF3S infall flow (dashed line) reaches a maximum of
approximately 300 kms−1, which is 50% larger when compared
to the infall flow from mock–unbiased catalogs (solid line).
As it is evident from this analysis, a proper address of dis-
tance uncertainties is crucial in deriving reliable peculiar veloc-
ity fields around groups.
4.1. Correcting for distance uncertainties effect on infall
determination
The resulting average group–centric infall velocities recovered
from the mock catalogs are used to calibrate and correct the ob-
servational results.
In order to correct for the effect of distance uncertainties in
the inferred infall velocities, we compare the results from the
mock catalogs with and without the inclusion of errors (mock–
biased and mock–unbiased respectively). We calculate the ratio
f = Vmock–biased upslope Vmock–unbiased, where Vmock–biased is the
infall amplitude of the mock catalogs with distance errors (see
dashed line in figure 5) and Vmock–unbiased is the infall ampli-
tude from the mock catalogs without distance uncertainties (see
solid lines in figure 5).
A fitting function of the form f = ar2 + br + c is sufficient to pro-
vide a good description of the ratio of observed to actual veloci-
ties. We find that the parameters a = 1.2, b = 0.05, y c = - 0.0002
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unbiased catalogs shown in solid lines of figure 5. Error bars correspond
to the uncertainty in the VCF3S–corrected. The shaded regions indicate
the variance obtain from 25 mock–corrected catalogs.
provide a good fit to the measured values of f for this group
sample. The fitting parameters obtained for different subsamples
provides the factors ( f ) used to correct the infall velocities mea-
sured (VCF3S) in the corresponding CF3S. These observational
flows corrected hereafter are called VCF3S–corrected, in a similar
way flows corrected on mock-biased catalogs are called Vmock–
corrected. The corrected infall pattern derived from the CF3S is
shown as dot–dashed lines in figure 6, the dashed line corre-
sponds to the average infall flow in 25 mock–corrected catalogs,
and the solid line corresponds to the actual mean infall flow di-
rectly obtained from peculiar velocities in the mock–unbiased
catalogs. The gray region enclose the 5 and 95 percentiles of the
infall distribution on the 25 mock-corrected catalogs which can
be taken as a measure of cosmic variance.
As can be seen in figure 6, there is a clear evidence of infall
motions up to 16 Mpc h−1. We also notice that VCF3S–corrected
and Vmock–corrected reaches 200 kms−1 at regions close to the
groups (≈ 4 Mpc h−1). The resulting mean velocities obtained
here are consistent with those found by Ceccarelli et al. (2005).
For larger distances to the groups the infall amplitude decreases
down to about 120 kms−1 and infall uncertainties increases.
Here and throughout, we used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)
test to find the statistical significance of the differences between
infall velocity amplitudes for the different samples. We consider
that the differences between distributions are highly significant
if the p–value es p<0.01.1 The KS test confirms that the slope
value of VCF3S–corrected profile in figure 6 is significant at the 3
σ level.
These results are reasonable considering that close to the groups,
galaxy peculiar velocities are dominated by the group poten-
tial well whereas at larger distances the surrounding large scale
structure strongly affects the velocity field.
Taking into account our cosmic variance determinations, the
mean infall velocities VCF3S–corrected are consistent to those
Vmock–corrected from mock–biased catalogs.
4.2. Dependencies on group properties
In this subsection, we analyze the characteristics of the peculiar
velocity field around groups and its relation to group mass.
We subdivide the group sample according to mass estimated
from the integrated Ks band luminosity (hereafter mass, M) into
two group subsamples: groups with M > 3.4 x 1013M and M
< 3.4 x 1013M dubbed high Mass (HM) and low Mass groups
(LM) respectively. This limit was chosen in such way that each
subsample contains a similar numbers of groups, as shown in ta-
ble 1.
Similarly, we analyze the 25 mock catalogs and estimate the
mean infall amplitude for galaxies in the mock–unbiased and
mock–biased catalogs. This allows to infer the correction factors
( f ) for each sub-sample and use them to derive the true ampli-
tudes of the infall velocity field in the observations. Here and
throughout, observed mean infall velocities always refer to those
corrected by the factor f in CF3S and the cosmic variance is ob-
tained from the 25 mock–corrected catalogs.
The resulting relative amplitude of the radially inwards
streaming motions are shown in figure 7. We show the ratio
( ”HM””LM” ) between the infall amplitude of the two samples. As it
can be seen in this figure, there is a clear difference in the mean
infall amplitude onto group samples of high and low mass, the
infall velocity amplitude associated to the high mass groups are
systematically larger than that corresponding to low mass groups
in the range of group centric distances explored. This behav-
ior is stronger close to the center of the groups, where galaxies
around high mass groups exhibit noticeably higher infall than
galaxies around low mass groups. The KS test shows that the
1 When we quote the statistical significance of a difference be-
tween two distributions (xi and yi), we compute P(∆χ2, Ndo f ) where
∆χ2 =
∑
i[di/σ(di)]2 with di = (xi-yi) for each bin and σ(di) =√
σ(xi)2 + σ(yi)2. Notice that P(x, N) is a χ2 distribution with N degrees
of freedom.
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Fig. 7. The solid line shows the ratio of the mean infall velocity of
high to low mass groups as a function of distance to the group centers
in observational data. Error-bars indicate the uncertainty in the mean
infall velocity and the gray shadow region shows the dispersion of 25
mock catalogs.
differences between infall velocity amplitudes are statistically
significant (p<0.01), consistent with a statistical confidence at
the 3 σ level. The gray shaded area in this figure corresponds to
variance cosmic taken from the mock catalogs while error–bars
indicate the relative uncertainty between both samples as derived
from the linear fitting of peculiar velocities and cos(θ).
Based on these studies, we adopt mass estimated from luminos-
ity as a suitable indicator of group mass.
5. Large scale environment vs infall
5.1. Velocity field anisotropies
In a first approximation, the mean velocity field around groups of
galaxies can be suitably described by the spherical infall model.
The velocities predicted by this model are in qualitative agree-
ment with our results (see figure 7 where the amplitude of the
mean infall velocity field is strongly influenced by the group to-
tal mass). This model has also been successful in constraining
group masses (Pivato et al. 2006) although we notice relevant
departures from this simple picture given that the mass distri-
bution around groups is strongly anisotropic due to the network
of filaments, walls and clusters dominating the large scale Uni-
verse. For this reason the velocity fields surrounding groups ex-
hibit a significant variance which is strongly connected to sur-
rounding large scale structures (Kashibadze et al. 2020; Courtois
et al. 2019; Tully et al. 2019; Libeskind et al. 2015). These ef-
fects have been reported and analyzed in numerical simulations
(Ceccarelli et al. 2011) and in this work we aim at obtaining ob-
servational counterparts of these theoretical results.
Notice that since only the LOS component of observational pe-
culiar velocities are available, the observational velocity field for
groups with overdensities along the LOS can be strongly de-
termined by galaxies residing in these filamentary regions. On
the other hand, groups located in global overdensities perpen-
dicular to the LOS may have galaxies with velocity dominated
by flows from underdense regions onto groups. In this section
we examine these different cases by analysing the derived infall
flow from over/under–dense regions by selecting two samples
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Fig. 8. Mean infall velocity ratio (Vin f all‖ / Vin f all⊥) for groups with
overdensities in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the LOS in
the observational data. Error-bars indicate the uncertainty in the rela-
tive mean velocity and the gray shaded region shows the variance as in
previous figures.
of groups with large scale surrounding regions parallel and per-
pendicular to the line of sight. In order to perform this test we
compute the density in a spherical region of radius 15 Mpc h−1
centered in the groups and consider separately the regions close
to the LOS, θ < pi6 , and perpendicular to it
pi
3 < θ <
2pi
3 . This al-
lows to separate the total subsample into two groups, those with
predominant LOS overdensities (‖), and those predominant over-
densities in the plane of the sky (⊥). The number of groups for
each sample is stated in table 1.
With the aim at shedding light on the anisotropic infall onto
groups in the observations, we estimate the mean velocity field
around the two samples of groups. Applying a similar analy-
sis to that performed in the previous subsection we compute the
ratio between both subsamples, and show the results in figure
8. As it can be noticed, mean velocities are significantly dif-
ferent as inferred from the KS test which gives a high statisti-
cal significance at more than the 5 σ level. The ratio Vinfall ‖
/ Vinfall ⊥ for the two group samples remains below 1 (solid
line, Vinfall ‖>Vinfall ‖), indicating that the streaming motion of
galaxies onto groups with large underdense regions is faster than
those of galaxies from global overdensities. This result is in sync
with Pereyra et al. (2019); Mahajan et al. (2012); Ceccarelli et al.
(2011), which showed that a relatively high galaxy density in
the infalling regions of groups promotes tidal interactions with
neighboring galaxies, resulting in a smaller magnitude of the ve-
locities along these high density regions. We stress the fact that
both sub-samples of groups have similar mass, and luminosity
distributions so that these differences should be owed to an envi-
ronment difference.
5.2. Overall density around groups
The spherical infall model assumes an isotropic mass distribu-
tion of groups as well as their isolation so that infall pattern is
associated to an isotropic convergent velocity field. Given that
groups of galaxies are not isolated but immersed in the cosmic
web, local irregularities can affect the local dynamics and even
more, large scale bulk motions may imprint significant peculiar
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Fig. 9. Dependence of infall onto groups from regions with different
density environments in observational data. The lines correspond to the
mean infalling velocity onto groups embedded in regions with δρe >
4 (dot–dashed); 2 < δρe < 4 (dashed), and 0 < δρe < 2 (solid) The
three gray shaded regions represent the variance from equivalent high,
medium and low density environment in the mock catalogs respectively.
Error–bar correspond to the uncertainties in the derived mean infalling
velocities.
velocities to the galaxies beyond the small/intermediate effects
associated to the galaxy groups (Kitaura et al. 2012; Hoffman
et al. 2018; Graziani et al. 2019).
We have analyzed the effects of the surrounding density field
around groups on the infalling velocity pattern by selecting three
subsamples of groups embedded in under/intermediate/over
dense regions. For the environment characterization, we have
computed the integrated galaxy overdensity on a region from 5
Mpc h−1 to 10 Mpc h−1 (δρe) centered in the group and we have
estimated the mean velocities as a function of group–centric dis-
tance for each sample.
The low density subsample is defined by 0 < δρe < 2, the inter-
mediate density subsample, by 2 < δρe < 4, and the high density
subsample, by δρe > 4.
In figure 9 we show the resulting infall velocity pattern derived
from the three group subsamples that consider their mean sur-
rounding density. Solid line corresponds to 0 < δρe < 2, dashed
line to 2 < δρe < 4 and dot–dashed line to δρe > 4).
As it is can be seen in this figure, groups in all density envi-
ronments show systematic infalling velocities over all range of
distances explored with increasing amplitude for higher density
environments. In figure 9 it can be appreciated that as the den-
sity environment around groups increases, the amplitude of the
streaming infall velocity field increases as well. The KS tests
confirm that the differences among infall velocity amplitudes of
high, intermediate and low density environment are statistically
significant at a very high confidence level (> 3 σ for all sam-
ples). As expected, we find a strong dependence of the velocity
field around groups on both group mass and surrounding mass
density at significantly large scales (Einasto et al. 2005, 2003b).
6. Local vs global velocity fields
Several works (e.g. Einasto et al. 2003b,a, 2005; Lietzen et al.
2012) have shown that groups and clusters of galaxies in high
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Fig. 10. Same as figure 9 with observational group subsamples re-
stricted to have a similar mass distribution. The line types correspond to
the same environmental density ranges analyzed in figure 9 . Error–bar
indicate the uncertainty in the mean infalling velocities.
density regions are richer, more massive, and more luminous
than groups and clusters of galaxies in low density regions. In
this context, the results obtained in the previous section could
be biased by the inclusion of samples of different mass groups.
Therefore, in this section we examine the inferred mean infall
pattern considering separately the effects of group mass and en-
vironment.
6.1. Density around groups
We restrict the sample construction so that the groups have com-
parable statistical properties associated to mass. Given that we
select samples of groups with similar statistical properties, the
possible differences of their velocity fields should be associated
only to environment.
We select three subsamples of groups having similar mass (and
luminosity) distributions and embedded in regions of different
overall galaxy density bins, where these density bins correspond
to those in subsection 5.2. Since the mass distribution of the
three subsamples are similar, we expect similar contributions to
the mean infall by the group itself. Therefore, the differences be-
tween the resulting velocity field of the two samples can be asso-
ciated to the difference imposed by the surrounding environment.
In figure 10 we show the mean infall amplitude as a function of
group–centric distance for groups in different galaxy density en-
vironments, solid lines 0 < δρe < 2, dashed line 2 < δρe < 4 and
dot–dashed line δρe > 4. As it can be seen in the figure the ve-
locities are comparable for distances to the group centre smaller
than ∼ 6 Mpc h−1 where the infall amplitude rises to Vinfall ≈
200 km s−1 at r ≈6 Mpc h−1. This is consistent with the fact that
the three samples have a comparable mass distribution. So, the
effect of similar group masses on the surrounding velocity field
can be clearly appreciated. On the other hand, in figure 10 it can
be noticed that the velocity curves differ significantly at large
separations (r > 8 Mpc h−1), with associated KS test p–values
< 0.01. These results show the impact of the large scale envi-
ronment on the velocity field, in agreement with previous works
(Einasto et al. 2005; Lietzen et al. 2012).
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Fig. 11. Infall dependence on group mass in the observational data. The
group subsamples are restricted to reside in similar density environ-
ments (1 < δρe < 2.5). The solid (shaded) line corresponds to high (low)
mass groups (M larger (smaller) than Mmedian. Error–bars represent the
uncertainty in the derived mean infalling velocities.
6.2. Group mass dependence
Once examined the effect of the global overdensity on the ve-
locity field around poor galaxy groups, here we explore the con-
tribution of group mass to the velocity field in an environment
controlled subsample We restrict the sample of groups to those
residing in global environments within a restricted galaxy over-
density (1 < δρe < 2.5) corresponding to the 25 and 75 per-
centiles and comprises the 50% of the total group sample. Within
this constraint, we select two subsamples of groups with mass
larger/smaller than the total sample median mass (≈ 3.4 × 1013
M). The mean/median mass for the larger (smaller) subsample
is 10.4 x 1013/6.74 x 1013 M (18.8 x 1012/17.8 x 1012 M), with
mean/median mass ratios 5.5/3.7.
Given that we select the two subsamples of groups in similar
large–scale environments, any differences on the peculiar veloc-
ity field should be attribute to the group mass.
We derive the mean infall amplitude for the two subsamples and
show the results in figure 11, where solid (dashed) line corre-
sponds to group masses larger (lower) than the median. As it can
be noticed in this figure, high and low mass groups exhibit mean
infall amplitudes clearly distinguishable closer to the group (r <
8 Mpc h−1): infall amplitude reaches 300 kms−1 for high mass
groups (solid line) and remains bellow 100 kms−1 for low mass
groups (dashed line) at the smallest group–centric distances an-
alyzed (∼ 4 Mpc h−1). The KS test shows that, up to 8 Mpc h−1,
the differences between the infall velocity amplitudes of these
samples are statistically significant at the 2.5 σ level. Conse-
quently, the infall amplitude ratio of high–mass to low–mass
groups is a factor 4.5 ± 1.0 in this close surroundings of groups
, consistent with the mass ratio values (5.5 mean, 3.7 median) of
the two group subsamples. This ratio is in very good agreement
with the linear infall model predictions for the velocity field.
As it can be noticed in the figures 10 and 11 we can easily dis-
tinguish two regimes characterizing the peculiar velocity field at
small and large scales.
7. Discussion
Galaxy peculiar velocities originate in departures of motions
from a pure Hubble flow induced by irregularities of the mass
distribution at large scales. These motions have a statistical im-
print in the redshift–space distortions of the two point correlation
function and provide useful information on the global dynamics.
However, peculiar velocities can be directly estimated through
redshift independent distance indicators and may be used to ex-
tract useful information on the dynamics of galaxies and galaxy
systems besides the correlation function analysis. Since peculiar
velocity measurements provide a direct trace of the mass dis-
tribution there are no issues regarding galaxy bias which add
complexity in redshift–space correlation analysis. For this rea-
son, direct estimates of galaxy peculiar velocities may provide
useful cosmological test in forthcoming surveys with more accu-
rate determinations in the local Universe. In this work we have
focused our analysis on the measurements of infall of galaxies
onto groups, and its dependence on group mass and environ-
ment. Since groups of galaxies are part of the cosmic web, the
local dynamics cannot be simply addressed through a spherical
infall model given that large scale bulk motions affect the local
effects associated to group mass overdensities.
Firstly we apply the spherical infall model to derive the mean
infall velocity pattern onto groups of different characteristics.
Since only the line–of–sight projection of galaxy peculiar ve-
locities can be obtained, the derived infall velocity field relates
to galaxy positions relative to both the group center and the ob-
server (see equation 2). Present data are affected by large dis-
tance measurement uncertainties which lead to large peculiar ve-
locity errors. This fact is associated to the presence of systematic
effects of distance estimates that can bias the inferred velocity
field. To properly address the impact of distance measurement
uncertainties on the mean infall mean velocity determination by
assigning suitable errors to mock catalogs constructed similar to
observations
We obtain accurate determinations of the mean infall velocity
profile around groups of different mass range and in different
environments which exhibit amplitudes in the range 200 to 350
km/s, entirely consistent with numerical simulation results.
We have extended our work by considering the impact of large–
scale environment on the mean infall galaxy velocity onto
groups.
We compare the effects of large–scale inhomogeneities around
galaxy groups on the mean infall velocity, finding these effect
significantly smaller along the direction of high density enhance-
ment compared to those along low density. This provides evi-
dence that groups grow in a different fashion from filaments than
elsewhere. These results are in agreement with previous stud-
ies of the environmental effects on groups and clusters growing
by mass accreted from their surrounding structures ranging from
isolated galaxies to large groups which merge to form larger sys-
tems (McGee et al. 2009). McGee et al. (2009) results also show
that a large fraction of galaxies accreted onto clusters were for-
merly in groups.
We obtain a significant dependence of the mean infall pattern on
the group large–scale environment consistent with higher infall
velocities onto groups residing in large overdense regions.
We recall that infall models are mainly based on assumptions of
spherical symmetry onto an isolated mass overdensity. This sim-
plified scenario may have an impact on total group mass determi-
nations taking into account our studies of the streaming motions
dependence on global density environment and anisotropic mass
distribution around groups in observations.
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Due to upcoming improvement on observational data and pe-
culiar velocity precision, studies such as those presented in this
work may provide aid in our current understanding of the growth
of structures in the Universe.
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